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Abstract:
Introduction:
We have developed and utilized the Gravity-guide (G-guide) as a simple manual instrument for intraoperative assessment and adjustment of stem
anteversion (AV). Since 2013, we simultaneously measured stem AV using the G-guide and image-free navigation during THA procedure. The
purpose of this study was to compare the measurement accuracy of the G-guide and navigation system using the postoperative CT results as a
reference.
Methods:
In total, 59 hips in 56 patients who underwent primary THA using both the G-guide and image-free navigation system were included in the study.
All patients underwent postoperative CT examination, and the femoral stem AV was assessed using a 3D image analysis system (Zed hip, LEXI,
Japan). The AV angle derived from the postoperative CT image analysis was used as the reference value to assess the accuracy of the two
intraoperative measurement systems.
Results:
The discrepancy between the G-guide and the postoperative CT-measured values averaged 5.0° ± 3.9°, while the corresponding value for the
navigation system was 5.2° ± 4.1°. Acceptable accuracy with a measurement error of less than 10° was achieved in 86% and 90% of the cases for
the G-guide and navigation measurements respectively.
Conclusion:
Consequently, it was shown that both navigation and G-guide measurements can achieve comparative accuracy and are clinically useful.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In total hip arthroplasty (THA), implant positioning is one
of the critical factors determining the surgical outcome.
Regarding the optimal implant positioning, Lewinnek defined
the “safe zone” of cup alignment as 40° ± 10° of inclination
and 15° ± 10° of anteversion (AV) [1]. In addition to the cup
AV, AV of the femoral stem also plays an important role in
determining the longevity of THA; however, there is a paucity
of information regarding the optimal amount of stem AV
leading to a satisfactory outcome. Recently, the concept of
combined anteversion (CA), which combines both cup and
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stem AV, has been proposed and utilized as a parameter to
assess the overall prosthetic alignment [2 - 9]. In our previous
study, the CA value (cup AV + stem AV) was evaluated in
patients who underwent THA using an image-free navigation
for the cup with manual adjustment for the stem [10]. The
resultant stem AV value showed wide variability. Consequently, the CA values of patients who underwent THA
using image-free navigation for the acetabular side alone
showed large SD values (mean 44.4±11.2°). It is suggested that
accuracy and consistency in CA adjustment cannot be
accomplished with the use of cup navigation alone. In order to
improve the surgical accuracy for stem AV adjustment, an
upgraded version of the navigation software has been used
since 2013 (OrthoPilot Navigation System THA Pro Ver4.2,
B/Braun Aesculap Germany: Navi) that enables both cup and
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stem AV assessments [11]. However, due to the cost and effort
the navigation system requires, we developed a simple
instrument as an alternative, the “Gravity-guide (G-guide)”, for
intra-operative assessment and adjustment of stem AV. In our
previous study, the effectiveness of this system was examined,
comparing it to the postoperative CT evaluation, and showed
that the absolute discrepancy between intra- and postoperative
measurements averaged 4.6°±4.1° [12]. Consequently, it was
confirmed that the G-guide system provides reasonable
accuracy. Following the line of those previous investigations,
the next question would be whether the G-guide system can
offer equally accurate measurements in comparison to the
navigation system that is used in our current practice.
The purpose of this study, therefore, was to compare the
intraoperative measurement accuracy of the G-guide and
navigation system. The patients included in this study
underwent THA with simultaneous use of the G-guide and the
image-free navigation. Based on the comparison of the
intraoperative measurement results, clinical utility and
significance of the two systems were comparatively assessed.
The study hypothesis was that both the G-guide and the
navigation would provide equally effective intraoperative
information.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study design was approved by our Institutional
Review Board (No. 2198) and informed consent was obtained
from all patients. In total, 56 consecutive patients (59 hips)
who underwent primary THA with simultaneous use of the Gguide and the navigation between March 2013 and March 2015
constituted the study population. There were 19 men (21 hips)
and 37 women (38 hips). The preoperative diagnosis included
osteoarthritis secondary to developmental dysplasia in 50 hips

Fig. (1). Gravity-guide.
The Gravity-guide consists of two parts:
a) The first part attaches to the handle of the rasp to measure AT.
b) The second part attaches to the lower leg.
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(85%), and osteonecrosis of the femoral head in 9 hips (15%).
2.1. Surgical Procedure and Intraoperative Assessment
Surgeries were performed by three senior surgeons (YF,
YT and SN) using a modified Hardinge approach with the
patients in the lateral decubitus position. The image-free
navigation system, OrthoPilot Navigation System THA Pro
Ver4.2, was used, and the surgical procedure followed the
instructions provided by the manufacturer. All the hips were
implanted with a cementless cup and stem (Plasma cup and
Bicontact stem B/Braun Aesculap, Tüttlingen, Germany). At
preoperative planning, target angle of the stem AV ranging
from 10° to 40° was individually set corresponding to the
native femoral AV. Patients with severely abnormal native
femoral AV value of more than 53°or less than 0° were not
included in the study population because the native femoral
AV angle was not targeted during surgery in those patients.
During surgery, the femoral AV value was determined at the
time of final rasping of the femur, and the AV angle was
simultaneously measured with both the G-guide and navigation
system. Finally, stem anteversion was determined according to
the navigation value, and the G-guide value with final rasp was
recorded for the postoperative examination. Subsequently, the
cup AV angle was determined according to Widmer’s formula
and was based on the stem AV measured with the navigation
system to attain the optimal combined anteversion angle
(37.3°). The structure and concept of the G-guide have been
described in our previous paper [12]. Briefly, this device
consists of two parts with one attached to the lower leg and the
other attached to the handle of the rasp (Fig. 1). The part
attached to the lower leg was utilized to ascertain
perpendicularity of the lower leg axis. The other part provides
information for AV of the rasp. The intraoperative set-up of
this G-guide system is shown in Fig. (2).
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Fig. (2). Intraoperative stem anteversion assessment using the G-guide.
a) Overview photograph showing the intraoperative set-up of the G-guide. The G-guide measurement of the stem AV is made at the time of the final
rasp insertion.
b) One part of the G-guide is attached to the lower leg along its longitudinal axis to ascertain verticality of the lower leg axis.
c) The other part attached to the rasp handle provides information regarding the orientation of the rasp corresponding to the stem AV.

Fig. (3). Postoperative CT-based anteversion (AV) measurement using the 3D template system (Zed Hip). Stem AV is measured in reference to the
posterior femoral condylar tangential line.

2.2. Comparative Analysis
Postoperatively, all patients underwent postoperative CT
examination, and the prosthetic alignment was assessed using a
3D template system (Zed hip, LEXI, Japan) on those CT
images. The stem AV angle measurement with the Zed Hip
was made in reference to the posterior femoral condylar
tangential line (Fig. 3), while the G-guide assessment was
referenced to the lower leg longitudinal axis. Consequently,
there was a discrepancy between the AV values measured with

the G-guide and the CT image analysis. In order to compensate
for the difference in the reference line between the two
measurements, the angle between the posterior condylar
tangential line and the perpendicular line to the lower leg axis
was measured on the preoperative epicondylar view radiograph
(Fig. 4) and utilized as the correction angle. In comparison
between the G-guide and CT measurement values, the angle
derived from the G-guide system was corrected by adding the
correction angle. After the correction was made, the intra-
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operative G-guide value was compared using the referential CT
evaluation value.
2.3. Statistical Analysis
Discrepancies between the intraoperative measurement
values and referential CT values were calculated and compared
between the G-guide and the navigation measurements.
Statistical analyses for the comparison of the two
measurements were conducted using the t-test and the chisquare test. In all analyses, p<0.05 was considered significant.
The analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics version
19 software (IBM, Armonk, New York, USA). A priori power
analysis was performed to determine the appropriate sample
size for this study. Based on the results of our previous study
[12], 5° as the difference to be detected and 10° as the standard
deviation were adopted as the values used for power analysis.
Consequently, it was determined that a sample size of 34 hips
would provide 80% power with P < 0.05. Therefore, the
sample size of the present study (N: 59) was proven to provide
adequate statistical power.
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3. RESULTS
The average native femoral AT and correction angle in the
study population were 23.5° ± 10.3° and 6.0° ± 1.4°,
respectively. In the comparative analysis, the corrected Gguide AV (the sum of the intraoperative G-guide angle and the
correction angle), the navigation-measured AV, and the
postoperative CT-measured AV values averaged 23.3° ± 8.2°,
16.3°±9.8° and 19.6° ± 10.0°respectively (Table 1). The mean
discrepancy between the corrected G-guide and the
postoperative CT angles was 5.0° ± 3.9°, while the discrepancy
between the navigation and CT angles averaged 5.2° ± 4.1°
(Fig. 5). The average discrepancy values in the G-guide and
navigation measurements were almost the same, and a
significant difference was not noted between the two groups (p
=0.43). Acceptable accuracy with a discrepancy of less than 5°
was achieved in 33 hips (56%) and 33 hips (56%) in the Gguide and the navigation measurement groups respectively,
while a discrepancy of less than 10° was attained in 51 hips
(86%) and 53 hips (90%) respectively (Fig. 6). Similar to the
discrepancy results, the rates of acceptable accuracy were
almost the same in both groups with no significant intergroup
difference detected (p = 0.90).

Fig. (4). Epicondylar view. The correction angle consisted of the posterior condylar surfaces and the perpendicular line of the lower leg axis.

Table 1. Summary of the result.
Name of Angle

Angle

Native femoral AV

23.5° (± 10.3°)

Epicondylar view (correction angle)

6.0° (± 1.4°)

G-guide angle

17.4° (± 8.1°)

Corrected stem AV with G-guide evaluation

23.3° (± 8.2°)

Navigation AV

16.3° (± 9.8°)

Stem AV (Zed hip)

19.6° (± 10.0°)
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Fig. (5). Discrepancy between intra- and postoperative measurements. The absolute discrepancy values between the intraoperative assessment and
postoperative CT evaluation are comparatively shown for the Gguide and the navigation system.
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Fig. (6). Scatter plots for the discrepancy between the intra- and postoperative measurements. A discrepancy of less than 5° was achieved in 33 hips
(56%) and 33 hips (56%) in the G-guide and the navigation measurement groups respectively, while a discrepancy of less than 10° was attained in 51
hips (86%) and 53 hips (90%) respectively.

4. DISCUSSION
In THA, implant position is one of the important factors
affecting avoidance of dislocation and clinical outcome.
Although there have been numbers of studies dealing with cup
positioning in THA, the significance of femoral stem AV has
not been well addressed in the literature. Recently, the concept
of CA, the sum of cup AV and stem AV have been proposed as
parameters to assess the appropriateness of the overall implant
alignment. In our previous study, 93 primary THAs used

image-free navigation for cup positioning, and cup inclination
and AV measured postoperatively averaged 40.5°±4.1° and
20.6°±4.6° respectively. Cup positioning could be wellcontrolled as it showed a small SD value. By contrast, the stem
AV was adjusted by the surgeon’s judgment without
navigation; therefore, the stem AV averaged 23.6°±11.2°
(range 2° -45°) showing a large SD value. Consequently, the
resultant CA also showed variation. CA values in 44 hips
(43%) were classified into the risky degree (<40° or >60°) for
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dislocation as proposed by Jolles et al [10, 13]. Therefore,
determination of stem AV is an important predictor of the
longevity of THA, as well as cup alignment. However,
intraoperative adjustment of stem AV has conventionally been
made by the surgeon under manual and visual controls. This
method of assessment/adjustment can be associated with
substantial errors and inconsistencies as our previous study
revealed. In the studies by Wasssilew et al. and Sendtner et al.,
wide ranges of resultant stem AV, such as -5° to 39° and -19°
to 33°, were reported [14, 15]. Based on the postoperative CT
measurement results, Wine et al. reported that 30% of the
manually adjusted femoral stems were positioned out of the
physiologic AV angle range (10° to 30°) and stated that
surgeons’ intraoperative assessment of femoral stem
anteversion is not accurate [16]. On the other hand, variability
in the native femoral AV in individuals can be a factor leading
to inconsistency in stem AV following THA. With regards to
the individual differences in the native femoral AT, Husmann
et al. measured femoral AT in 300 patients with primary
osteoarthritis before THA, and reported that native femoral AV
ranged from 0.29° to 44.5° (SD 8.7°) [17]. Sugano et al. also
reported wide variation in these values ranging from 0° to 50°
[18]. Furthermore, femoral AV in dysplastic hips was larger
and more variable than in normal hips [19 - 24], and Sugano
et al reported femoral anteversion with dysplastic hips had 10°
to 14° more than normal hips independent to the degree of
dislocation of the hip [25]. Hirata et al reported that the
average difference between femoral AV and stem AV was 9.8°
± 8.8° and stem AV was in the range of 14 ° to 63.2 ° [26].
Bargar et al suggested that the mean stem AV is greater than
the mean native femoral AV and that there is no correlation.
Therefore, Bargar et al emphasized that the surgeon should not
use native femoral anteversion to predict the anteversion of the
femoral component [27]. Regarding the stem design, when the
anatomical fit-and-fill type stem in cementless THA is selected
as an implant option, the AV cannot be well controlled
intraoperatively as it depends on the individual anatomy of the
proximal femur [28]. On the other hand, Taniguchi et al.
reported that the tapered wedge stem significantly increased the
stem anteversion compared to the metaphyseal filling stem
[29]. Intraoperative AV adjustment is relatively unrestricted in
the use of cemented stem, taper wedge type stem, and
Bicontact type stem used in our image-free navigated THA.
The femoral implant design is a Bicontact stem that possesses a
flat, square cross-section configuration that allows some
rotational adjustment. In order to achieve accurate and
consistent stem AV adjustment during THA procedure,
accurate intraoperative assessment of stem AV is a prerequisite
for successful surgical outcome. Hirata et al. reported an
absolute discrepancy between estimated stem AV using
goniometer and postoperative CT with measurement results of
7.3°±5.7° (range 0° -25°) [30]. Intraoperative surgical
navigation has been introduced intending to improve surgical
accuracy. Kitada et al. examined the accuracy of stem AV
achieved by the use of CT-based navigation as referenced to
the postoperative CT measurement, and reported acceptable
accuracy with a discrepancy of less than 5° and 10° in 79% and
97% of the cases respectively [31]. Hayashi et al. reported that
the use of a CT-based fluoro-matched navigation could offer a
similar level of accuracy with a discrepancy of less than 10° in
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91% of the examined subjects [32]. Andrea et al. reported that
the average difference between native femoral AV and stem
AV was 1.6°±9.8° with uncemented single-wedge straight stem
in robotic surgery [33]. In our previous study with image-free
navigation for stem AV, Takeda et al. reported that the
absolute discrepancy of stem AV between navigation value and
postoperative CT evaluation was 5.7°± 4.5° [34], and reported
satisfactory accuracy in the assessment of stem AV. Based on
those study results, accuracy and utility of navigation in
intraoperative assessment and adjustment have been proven in
the literature; however, navigation systems are costly and
require additional space, time and effort.The present study
compared the accuracy of the two intraoperative measurement
systems for femoral stem AV, the G-guide and image-free
navigation systems, and showed equally satisfactory
performances for both systems. Both systems enabled fairly
accurate AV measurements with an average discrepancy
between the measured and reference values of 5°, and achieved
acceptable accuracy with a measurement error of less than 10°
in 90% of the cases. The discrepancy between the intra- and
postoperative measurements of stem AV with G-guide is larger
than that attained by the CT navigation system and robotic
surgery. Considering the level of accuracy that is achievable
during the actual surgery, however, the average discrepancy of
5.0° in this study seems to indicate acceptable clinical
accuracy. Therefore, the G-guide system can be considered as a
reliable tool to consistently achieve desirable stem AV during
the THA procedure. There are some issues in this study to be
considered when analyzing the obtained results. First, there are
differences in the reference line during the AV angle
measurement among the three methods (G-guide, navigation,
and CT measurements). In the CT measurement, the posterior
condylar tangential line was used as reference. The G-guide
system measures the angle between the long axis of the lower
leg and the orientation of the rasp. Therefore, the measured AV
angle needs to be corrected incorporating the coronal plane
angle between the perpendicular line to the lower leg (tibial)
axis and the reference line (posterior condylar line) in the
femoral condyle. During AV assessment using the navigation
system, the reference plane is defined by the perpendicular
plane with respect to the registration plane that is determined
by the three points (femoral head center, knee center and ankle
center). And stem AV is defined as the angle between the
vector of the reference plane and stem neck axis projected on
the transverse plane. Consequently, a subtle discrepancy in the
reference for AV measurement is present between the
navigation and CT assessments, which was not incorporated in
the analysis of this study. Second, in the G-guide measurement,
the assumption of a correspondence between the long axis of
the instrument and that of the tibia can be a source of error. In
addition, determination of the correction angle using the
preoperative epicondylar view radiograph can be inaccurate
especially in patients with severe osteoarthritic deformity of the
knee or tibial bowing. Third, regarding the potential sources of
errors in navigation measurement, loosening of the clamp at the
major trochanter and registration error before surgery may
affect the assessment accuracy. Another limitation of this study
design was the concern for the adequacy of the sample size;
however, since the calculated values for the G-guide and the
navigation were almost identical, it does not seem likely that a
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difference between the two groups can be detected by
increasing the sample size.

[8]

CONCLUSION
The G-guide system can provide comparable accuracy for
the assessment of femoral stem AV during THA as compared
to the navigation system. Therefore, this system can be used as
a useful intraoperative device to consistently attain desirable
stem AV.
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